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There's Been A Change! (Or Two)

The CARBON is proud to announce the appointment of a new editor to its seemingly ever-changing staff. We heartily welcome Miss Donna Tatroe, who will provide us with three much-needed qualities—beauty, brains and female influence.

This year marks another first for the CARBON—a whole staff of typists: Julia Zaus, Beverly Hilby, Sharon Neiser, and Patty Michael. Patty does the honors on this issue.

HOT TIME TOMORROW NIGHT!

Saturday night beanies will burn along with a few freshmen who have shown some resistance to the initiation attempt of the Sophomore Class. Good, clean fun in the form of the dinner and dance will also be spotlighted.

When: Smorgasbord 6:00 - 7:30
Dance 7:30 - 11:30 Mixed
Kangaroo Court 8:30 Lounge

HOW ARE YOU FIXED FOR SPOONS?

All interested parties are cordially invited and urged to attend the first meeting of the Home Economics Club to be held Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 11:30 in Room 129, Clare Hall.

EDITORS' LAMENT:

—Why is there always a space about this big left at the bottom of the page after you have cut down on the size of the articles, thinking that you won't have room for them?

Club Corner

SEA

The Student Education Association is the Professional organization of college students preparing to teach. The Marian College Chapter plans programs designed to acquaint members with the professional organization structure, and to provide them with the opportunity to understand educational and professional problems; to establish policies and standards for the profession, and to exchange ideas and fellowship with those of common interest on the local campus, in the state, and throughout the nation.

Any student interested in joining the Marian SEM should attend the Oct. meeting or contact one of the following: Kathy Young, Pat Folke, Elfriede Graf, Marie Johim or Sr. Mary Giles.

PLAYERS

The Players consist of those students who actively participate in the production of a play or any major function of the Players. There are many opportunities for those who have an interest in dramatic arts. Members may receive a role in a play, or assist in the technical side of a production, such as lighting, scenery, or costumes. The players hope to present opportunities for increasing their knowledge of Dramatics by lectures and demonstrations. For further information, contact any of the officers: Mike Thoppson, Pat Palmer, and Tom Widner.

(Only room for two this week.)
In one of the more fashionable districts of a prosperous farm there is a large pig sty where the best pigs spend their last four years preparing to go to the market. The pig sty is directed by a small group of elders who see that each piglet is fattened up and fed plenty of corn. The elders do this very well and their fourth year pigs often win awards and citations at the county fair for being the corniest pigs in the county.

However, as the pig sty grew in size, it became increasingly more difficult to direct. As a result of a poor-integrated social life, the piglet grew surly and preferred wallowing in the mud to being fed corn. The wise elders decided to allow the piglets a partially self-governing organ to improve the social situation and rid the pig sty of some of its filth. Thus grew the piglet association to which every piglet belonged and elected self-governing body – the Piglet Board. Gradually, the burden of responsibility and duty grew upon its board members. As members wore only piglets and made mistakes it became increasingly frequent for piglets to blame every and all troubles on the piglet board as individual initiative and drive began to go out with the association. It became increasingly easier to wallow in the mud and grunt disapproval of the status quo than to take an active interest in the life of the associations by aid the board in their attempts to unstill harmony and progress in piglet life.

Recently, a small group of progressive piglets have pledged to pull themselves form the mire. As a result of their work perhaps one of the best piglet boards in Pig Sty History has been elected to office this year. It is a board pledged to move forward in the best interests of the elders and piglets alike, and is supported by several progressives who are on hand to offer whatever assistance necessary, be it advice, suggestions or manual labor. One question remains in the pig sty. Will the other 90% of the piglets join this movement by taking an active part in piglet life, cooperating with rules and regulations and cleaning and beautify the pig sty grounds, or will they roll in the filth of apathy until they have spent four valuable years only getting filled full of corn.

M.H.

LET'S DANCE!

The Senior Class at St. Vincent's School of Nursing is sponsoring a dance Friday evening Sept. 28th 8:00 to 11:30 P.M. at the Nurses Residence. Admission 50¢ per person, stag or drag.

YCS STUDY DAY

The YCS has planned a program on October 4th from 9:30 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. to introduce the international students, their countries and customs. The day will be highlighted by informal talks, songs and dances by the students and a panel discussion with Mary Ellen Babcock as guest speaker.

THE CARBON HISSES:

All unsporting Freshmen who refused to wear beanies and name tags. Where is their class spirit?

Those few Sophomors who over-did just a little in harassing the Freshmen.

Those who aren't moved to action by the "Piglet."

Students who begin every statement in class with "I'm not sure this is right, but..." and then stagger you with a correct answer which they just locked up.